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These data were drawn from a archival sample of 956 mixed clinical case studies with imputed data conducted by students in the School Neuropsychology 
Post-Graduate Certification Program (2001 – 2010).  

Test
Factors and Related Loadings

Parent (Teacher)
Factor 1

Parent (Teacher)
Factor 2

Focused or Selective Attention
Easily distracted by sounds, sights, or physical sensations. .687 (.715) .351 (.204)
Inattentive to details or makes careless mistakes. .671 (.803) .252 (.069)

Does not know where to start when given a task. .663 (.742) .315 (.236)

Sustained Attention

Difficulty paying attention for a long period of time. .730 (.830) .310 (.195)

Seems to lose place in an academic task (e.g., reading). .709 (.764) .204 (.220)

Mind appears to go blank or loses train of thought. .695 (.772) .266 (.203)

Shifting Attention

Difficulty stopping one activity and starting another. .375 (.449) .185 (.232)

Gets stuck on one activity (e.g. playing video games). .185 (.232) .823 (.826)

Apply a different set or rules or skills to an assignment. .374 (.243) .597 (.703)

Divided Attention

Difficulty attending to more than one thing at a time. .494 (.682) .600 (.420)

Does not seem to hear anything else while watching TV. .238 (.091) .723 (.538)

Easily becomes absorbed into one task (e.g., video game). .160 (.070) .816 (.816)

Attentional Capacity

Seems to get overwhelmed with difficult tasks. .773 (.796) .194 (.183)

Stops performing tasks that contain too many details. .759 (.798) .222 (.196)

Avoids activities that require a lot of mental effort. .736 (.801) .218 (.198)

Percentage of the variance explained by factor 34.92% (41.56%) 24.29% (20.45%)

Cumulative percentage of variance explained by factor 34.92% (41.56%) 59.20% (62.00%)

Implications: 
• The NPCC items did not separate into five factors but rather two factors that each measure various aspects of attentional processing.  Factor 1 appears to primarily 

measure the aspects of capacity and the ability to sustain attention, whereas, Factor 2 seems to primarily measure skills related to shifting or divided attention.
• There was a 80% agreement in the factor structure between parent and teacher raters.. 
• The next step in this research will be to determine the relationship between the NPCC checklist symptoms and actual measures of attention. 


